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The Monthly Review for Central Government Finances contains reports on the realisation of the state budget, and the state

income, expenses, assets, liabilities, and cash flow.

The information is based on the accounting data supplied by accounting units and off-budget entities and maintained by the

Finnish Government Shared Services Centre for Finance and HR in the Kieku system and from which the information is made

available to consolidated accounting. The concepts of national accounts that are used by Statistics Finland in its reports are not

used.

Reports 1 to 5 in this review describe the on-budget entities. Reports 1 and 2 present information from budget accounting,

meaning that the profit and costs are presented using concepts and terms from the budget. The data in reports 3 to 5 are

produced from business accounting and are presented using business accounting concepts. The income and expenses as well

as receivables and debts between the offices and organisations are eliminated in the State income and expense account (report

3) and the central government balance sheet (report 5). The eliminated items are deducted from the respective calculation rows.

Reports 6 to 9 describe the Central Government Finances, referring to the financial complex consisting of the on-budget entities

and the treasury finances outside the budget. The transactions, receivables, and debts between the on-budget entities and

treasury finances have been eliminated. The data in the reports are produced from the business accounting data and are

presented using business accounting concepts. Changes have been made in the contents of the funds statement for central

government finances and balance of central government finances, which are presented in accordance with a more detailed

elimination procedure.

The financial statement of the Central Government Finances is presented as a funds statement. More detailed interpretation

instructions for the funds statement will be updated during this year. On the website can be found both time series related to the

data in the funds statement and the publication schedule for the Monthly Review for Central Government Finances.

For more information on the monthly review, please contact Central Accounting, tel. +358 295 50 2000,

or e-mail kkp (at) valtiokonttori.fi
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